Abstract — The issue of city modelling is very essential these days and it is important to analyse the legal framework and its practical implications in the process of city modelling. However, the practice of urban design in Lithuania is based on two-dimensional solutions and the artistic factor is overlooked. The article reviews the legal basis of Lithuanian urban planning and design and their practical implications and emphasizes the necessity of artistic factor during the process of city modelling.
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Introduction

The academic field of urban design and urban planning and gaps of their practical implications are widely discussed in Lithuania [3]–[5], [8], [26], [27]. Even though the academic society of Lithuania agrees on the significance of city identity, preservation of historical core and other three-dimensional questions in city modelling, the practice of urban design is based on two-dimensional issues in Lithuania. There are no laws of architecture, urban design or urban planning in Lithuanian legal system. However, the need of these laws can be defined by the main territorial planning law in Lithuania, which does not include all the issues of urban design and urban planning. In the Law on Territorial Planning it is possible to find only the definitions of issues which deal with three-dimensional parameters and artistic factor: urban structure, spatial structure, arrangement of spaces [13]. Though, none of these definitions is explained in the law.

Even so, according to the Law on Territorial Planning, the concept of the city master plan should consist of three parts: general spatial concept, determination of functional priorities, peculiarities of territories regulations [12]. It could be assumed that general spatial concept should deal with three-dimensional artistic factor questions, but the law does not explain how to implement this concept. Also, the practical examples of master plans of Lithuanian cities illustrate the inability of the Law of Territorial Planning to take in all urban issues: usually there are no drawings or schemes, which represent the system of urban public spaces, city silhouette and panoramas, urban composition, urban form, etc. [7].

However, despite the limitation of Lithuanian legal framework and lack of practical traditions of urban design and urban planning in Lithuania, the issue of city modelling and nurturance of city uniqueness are still crucial questions. Therefore, not only the Lithuanian legal framework, but also practical results in Lithuania need to be analysed. The presented research is based on the statistical analysis method and was carried out according to the following stages:

• The review of artistic tools in urban design;
• The survey of relevant legal framework and valid city master plans in Lithuania;
• The determination of dominants of city general spatial concept in Lithuania;
• The identification of prevailing understanding of city general spatial concept in Lithuanian practice.

The article presents the basic results of the research and proposes conclusions for the future explorations.

I. ARTISTIC TOOLS IN URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN

According to the Lithuanian territorial planning law, only a person with the degree in Architecture can be the manager of a city master plan [13]. Based on this fact it could be said that the city master plan is the legal document, which should also include the issues of architectural development.

Urban design and urban planning in Lithuania are perceived differently in various architecture, urban design and urban planning related legal documents. According to the Architectural Policy document of the Republic of Lithuania, the definition of urbanistika (in Lithuanian the term urbanistika refers to both urban design and planning) involves not only the smallest settlement but also a big city – it is an architectural whole developed in the space, which consists of buildings for various purposes and interrelated structure of facilities: streets, bridges, tunnels, squares, parks, shaped natural environment [17]. In other words, it defines an architect's work which can be entitled as urban design. The career, described in the Urban Policy Project of the Republic of Lithuania, should be called urbanistika or town planning, which covers more than the degree in Architecture [14]. Nevertheless, the definitions urban design and urban planning are related and the dividing line between them distinguishes the architectural work based on the formation of spaces by artistic factor principles from the field of activity where social and economic issues become dominant [3]. Urban design is an integral part of the art and science of architecture and its indispensable field of activity. It is closely linked to urban planning and architecture. While urban planning focuses more on systemic urban pattern issues and architecture – on very concrete volumetric tasks, urban design brings those two disciplines together under the concept of urban space [15]. The object of urban design is spatial urban structures,
for instance, morphotypes of built-up in blocks, public urban spaces (squares and their systems), townscapes, positioning of landmarks, etc. The field of architectural activity is closer to the field of urban design than to urban planning, but in order to solve urban planning problems the architectural knowledge and skills are necessary.

When designing urban fabric, we should take into account not only time series of a town or city but also form series. Urban designers aim to create high-quality urban fabric, which depends on the factors affecting functionality, aesthetics and durability. Of all the qualities of cities, arguably the one that concerns us most is the nature of the aesthetic experience [1]. What makes a city beautiful? This, of course, is a vast question. Urban design generally follows the established rules of proportions, for example when establishing the dimensions of districts and building lots, streets, squares and open spaces, in plan as well as in section, or even in defining the proportions of streets or buildings in terms of width, depth, and height. Nonetheless, the use of harmonious proportions in design is not a recipe for success [20]. Urban design projects may be created following the principles of abstract art.
composition, mathematical calculation, contextuality, rationality, and others.

The Department of Urban Design of Vilnius Gediminas Technical University (VGTU) represents scientific and academic position of urban design in Lithuania and has the traditions of over 70 years (the date of establishment is considered to be 1944). The Department, which is part of the Faculty of Architecture, has always applied the European disciplinary concept. Students of the Faculty of Architecture of VGTU have Introduction to Urban Design as part of their architectural curriculum in their second, third and fourth year of studies, consisting of theory lectures and project tasks. Master studies are devoted to cultivating the excellence in the field (see Fig. 1). The well-known Lithuanian scientists, such as K. Šešelgis, A. Miškinis, J. Vanagas, P. Juškevičius, Z. J. Daunora, A. Vyšniūnas, V. Jurkštas, I. Alistratovaitytė-Kurtnaitienė, D. Dijokienė, agree on the significance of plan, view the relation in the process of city modelling and recognize urban composition as the main artistic tool in urban planning and urban design [25]. Moreover, Lithuanian academicians appeal to Western scientific literature and emphasize the relevancy of space and their systems in cities [10], [18], [19]. For example, R. Trancik suggested that integrated urban design principles are one of the methods used in urban design and urban planning studies [23].

Even though Lithuanian academic society conceives the fields of urban design and planning as not dissociative from artistic factors, the tendency in practical implications is different.

II. Modern-Day Urban Planning and Design in Lithuania

A. The Review of Relevant Legal Framework and Valid City Master Plans in Lithuania

As it was mentioned previously, the Law on Territorial Planning is the main law in Lithuania which defines the development of city master plans and their concepts. There were three main changes in this law: the first one was inured in 1995; the second – in 2004; and the third one, which is valid now, in 2013. Also, the Rules of town and city master plan development, which were changed alongside with the territorial planning law (the first Rules were inured in 2004; the second, which are valid now, in 2014), are significant in the process of the development of city master plans [9], [11]–[13], [16].

Comparing the main existing relevant valid legal documents, the following presumptions are suggested:

- The previous territorial planning law (inured in 2004) determined the need for a city master plan concept including the general spatial concept. The new territorial planning law (inured in 2013) does not define the necessity of the city master plan concept. Thereby, there is a presumption that a city master plan will involve less three-dimensional issues and coherent city modelling in future;
- Even though, the old and the new territorial planning laws apply various definitions, which are relevant to three-dimensional and artistic issues, most of them are not determined. It may lead to different interpretations of definitions;
- The new territorial planning law (inured in 2013) gives more freedom to local municipalities during the process of city master plan development. However, the inaccuracy and ambiguity of legal framework may lead to poor quality of city master plans;
- Although the new territorial planning law (inured in 2013) involves more city modelling related definitions, such as public urban spaces or building morphotypes, only the old territorial planning law (inured in 2004) required to prepare general spatial concept where spatial morphology elements were discussed. Consequently, the two-dimensional planning will become more predominant in Lithuania.
City master plans, which are valid now, were enacted during the validity of the previous territorial planning law (inured in 2004). As a result, the implications of the new territorial planning law (inured in 2013) in city master plans cannot be checked in practice yet. In order to make a comprehensive and impartial research, all of the valid Lithuanian city master plans were reviewed. There are 103 cities in Lithuania and only 74 valid city master plans (the data are according to the situation as of November 2015). It means that 28.2% of all Lithuanian cities do not have a valid master plan. The research revealed that only 20 city master plan concepts are publicly available — less than the third of concepts are publicized in full. It means that local municipalities and society do not give enough credit to the concept of city master plan. It is a paradox because according to the legal documents the conceptual part of city master plan is even more important than the solutions part — the concept is valid for 20 years and the solutions are valid only for 10 years [12].

However, the key issue in the research was the question of artistic factor in urban planning which could be found in general spatial concepts of city master plans. In order to identify the understanding of general spatial concept of master plans of cities, the research focuses on general spatial concepts of valid and publicly available master plans of all cities of Lithuania — altogether 20 documents.
B. The Determination of Dominant in General Spatial Concept of Cities in Lithuania

Although, the legal documents determine that general spatial concept is a part of city master plan concept, other terms are used more often (see Fig. 2). It shows that usually in Lithuanian practice general spatial concept is understood as a spatial structure.

The analysis of drawings of general spatial concepts of city master plans did not include the basic elements of existing situation such as: administrative boundaries, roads, streets, bridges, railways, water surfaces, forests and other natural framework, cemetery, various protected areas. These elements do not depend on the type of drawing. Consequently, the groups of elements which are used to express general spatial concept were identified:

- Functional zones (public, residential, industrial, commercial, recreational, etc. zones);
- Axes (functional axes, urban axes, structural axes – usually they are the same as a street middle line);
Main public objects (bus and railway stations, schools, hospitals, other objects which usually are marked as logos);
• Development types (high or low building intensity rate; industrial, commercial, recreational and etc. territories);
• Elements of city composition (building intensity rate, historical core, greenery, the most important recreational areas, etc.);
• Functional nodes (central, local);
• Main purposes and uses of land;
• Spatial structure (residential, commercial and other areas; greenery elements, etc.);
• Main natural components (relief, forests, water surfaces, shrubbery, etc.);
• Exceptional elements (rarely used in drawings): system of nodes, structure of blocks, public spaces, building morphotypes, landmarks, visual viewpoints.

Considering the identified groups of elements above, the implication is that functional elements are widely used: functional zones, main public objects, functional nodes, main purposes and uses of land. Also the attention is paid to natural elements. Moreover, despite the fact that there is a separate functional priorities drawing, functional elements are used more often than others in general spatial concept drawings: mostly functional zones (45% of drawings) and main public objects (30% of drawings) are marked in general spatial concept drawings; there are less than 20% general spatial concept drawings where it is possible to find elements related to three-dimensional issues. Furthermore, main purposes and uses of land are applied three times more often than such elements as blocks, building morphotypes, public spaces. In addition to this, only 15% of analysed general spatial concept drawings do not include functional elements, which are presented in functional priorities drawing.

However, the analysis of general spatial concept drawings shows that there are some references to artistic factors and three-dimensional issues in Lithuanian practice. According to the more detailed analysis of elements used in general spatial concept drawings (the basic elements of existing situation and function related elements are distinguished), it may be stated that general spatial concept can be described by these elements in rare cases in Lithuanian practice:
• Building intensity rate;
• Structural parts of city (city nodes, historical core, neighbourhood, etc.);
• Compositional cores and links between them;
• Visual viewpoints and zones;
• Main natural components;
• Hierarchy of landmarks;
• Block structures;
• Building morphotypes;
• Urban public spaces.

Unfortunately, the appearance of these elements in general spatial concept drawings is rare. The research of general spatial concept includes not only drawings, but also explanatory notes of valid city master plans in Lithuania. At first glance it seems that usually 10–25% of explanatory notes are dedicated to general spatial concept issues. Even though there is a chapter of spatial concept, usually it consists of functional, social, communication, engineering infrastructure questions. So generally 1–5% (or even less) of explanatory notes are about spatial concept, spatial structure or other three-dimensional and artistic factor related issues.

The research of general spatial concepts of city master plans presents the predominance of functional issues in Lithuanian urban planning and design practice. In summary, even though the law determines that there are two main parts of city master plan concept – functional priorities and general spatial concept – usually only functional issues are discussed (Fig. 3), (Fig. 4). This conclusion indicates the gap not only in the legal system of Lithuanian urban planning and design but also the lack of perception of three-dimensional issues and artistic factor in Lithuanian urban design practice.

**Conclusion**

The perception of artistic principles as tools for urban design and urban planning is taught and implemented in Lithuanian schools of architecture. On the basis of the projects of bachelor and master students of the Department of Urban Design of VGTU Faculty of Architecture, it may be stated that the young generation of architects is not only interested in innovative design but also aims to understand and incorporate in their projects the established features of physical form of town [6].

Considering the legal framework of urban planning and design and its practical implications, it could be said that it depends on the theory which is recognized in the particular country and schools which prepare specialists. However, the research results showed that in Lithuanian urban design three-dimensional artistic questions usually are replaced by functional parameters and issues. The review and analysis of general spatial concepts of cities and relevant legal framework presented the perception of general spatial concept in Lithuanian urban design practice, which may be generalized as follows:

• The lack of definitions and their determinations in Lithuanian legal framework reflects on urban design practice: heterogeneous substance of drawings and explanatory notes; different perception and interpretation of definitions and concepts;
• Due to the confusion and interpretation of definitions, the idea of general spatial concept can hardly be determined in Lithuanian urban design practice. Though, the trend of the development of general spatial concept is perceptible: the general spatial concept mostly is understood as the solution of functional issues. Only 15% of analysed general spatial concept drawings of city master plans do not deal directly with functional problems and the dominance of functional issues in their explanatory notes is even clearer;
• Although, commonly city general spatial concept is understood as two-dimensional, there are some references to three-dimensional and artistic issues in Lithuanian urban design practice. In rare cases it is possible to find these
elements in city general spatial concept: city historical core, compositional nodes and links between them, visual viewpoints and zones, building intensity rate, natural components, greenery structure, building morphotypes, urban public spaces.

The accomplished research presents that in Lithuania the existing legal framework of urban planning and design is missing the artistic factor. In order to solve the problem of absence of three-dimensional artistic questions in urban design, the scientific basis must be strengthened and used as the means for improving the legal framework of urban planning and design and its practical implementation in Lithuania.
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